CHANGE OF SAILING INSTRUCTIONS No 1

The last sentence of SI 6.2 shall be replaced by: “Boats shall not leave their allocated berth until this signal is made, except when SI 6.3 applies.”

Add New SI 6.3 [DP] [NP] [SP]

When Flag P displayed ashore with a fleet flag with one sound signal means that boats from that fleet may move from the boat park to the launching ramp but they shall NOT launch until Flag D is displayed in accordance with SI 6.2.

SI 2.2 is deleted and replaced with: “The OA will issue small sail number labels. These labels shall be attached to the front of the launching trolley to assist boats on returning to shore.”

SI 21.1 [SP] is deleted and replaced with.

“[SP] Each boat shall sign out on the Notice Board, on the bridge underneath the Club balcony, before going afloat each day and sign back in on returning to shore by the end of protest time.”

Add to 20.2.6

The leader of the Silver Fleet after Day 5 will race in the petit final and carry forward the same points as the boat that finished 20th in the Gold Fleet. However, if the boat finished in 20th place has three or more letter scores (UFD, BFD, RET, etc) then the points for the boat that finished 19th shall be used for the Silver Fleet Leader.

The winner of the Petit-Final shall carry forward their points from the fleet racing series.
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